What we real ly mean to do is help you present
your business information with increased impact
and retention via Video projection with the
GE PJ500 large screen television projector.
Video display used to mean a small monitor
designed for an audience of approximately 5 to 20
persons. Or, several monitors scattered around a
room to accommodate a large group.
No longer. Your
business information
can now take on
new meaning and
understanding when
viewed on a single
large screen from two
to twenty feet wide
.
in brilliant natural color. One large focal pomt for
attention and impact.
AGE PJ500 Color Video Projector can be the
most vital component in your information system
for data presentation. Coupled to yo~r computer .
facilities it can project Alpha-numenc and graph1c
displays'and computer generated images, in real
time for instant review. Information necessary for
man~gement decisions, to assess planning
alternatives and measure business results.
The PJ500 can also be employed in presenting
a wide variety of other business communications
such as personnel training , plant safety programs ,
new product introductions, operations revi ew,
advertising and sales promotion programs.
For input, the projector's versatility includes
the ability to display informati.on from all ~tand~rd
video sources, such as Off-A1r TV recept1on , V1deo
Tape, and Video Cassette, live .came~a. Clos~d
circuit TV, Data Network and Video Film Cha1n.
For output, GE's exclusive "sing le gun" single
optical path system generates the complete range
of spectral colors simultaneously. The resultant
inherent color registration insures optimum results
with both front and rear screen projection
applications.
Its compact size allows it to be moved easily
from your training center, to your board.room, or t.o
an auditorium for a stock holder's meetmg. And, 1t
operates from standard 115v/ 20 amp appliance
outlets.
GE large screen television projectors are
warranted for one year to be free of defective

materials or workmanship. The "single gun" light
valve and projector lamp are warranted for 1000
hours or one year on a prorated basis.
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For more information on improving your
business information system, look into the
GE PJ500, or its monochrome counterpart, the
GE PJ700, today.
Call (315) 456-2562 or write to:
Video Display Equipment Operation
Gene ral Electric Company
Electronics Park
Syracuse, New York 13201
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COMPACT ROTATING
YOKES
Designed for Radar PPI's
and other rotating
appli cations. Up to 52° and
70° deflection angles.
Versions availabie with d-e
off-centering coils. Unit
complete in aluminum
housing with coil , slip rings
and brush assemb ly, drive
gear and bearing. Only 3%
OD x 211116 long ; for 1Y2 neck
diameter tubes. For
technical details request
catalog page on Y25 series.

PRECISION STATOR
YOKES FOR 1W' TUBES
Designed for the high
resolution required for
character displays, time
shared sweep displays,
flying spot scanners etc.
Laminated core provides
exceptionally low
astigmatism and only 0.05%
residual magnetism. Pushpull or single-ended coils
in a selection of impedances
to match your circuit. For
technical details request
catalog page Y58 series.

HIGH-Q DEFLECTION
YOKES FOR 1 Vi' TUBES
Developed for high speed
random positioning and
alpha-numeric displays
where fast settling and high
stroke speeds are essential.
The ferrite core vi rtually
eliminates core time
constant. Beam settling is
less than 2 usee. Available
with push-pull or singleended coils in a variety of
impedances to match
transistor drives. For
technical data request
catalog page on Y68 series.

MINIATURE 1" ID
ENCAPSULATED YOKES
Lami nated core design ideal
for small neck CRTs,
airborne displays, small scan
converters, flood gun
storage tubes etc., in both
single-ended and push-pull
coi l configurations.
High efficiency. Wide range
of impedances. Precise
construction for close
geometrical to lerances. Low
residual magnetism. Fast
recovery. Weight: only 7 oz.
For technical details see
catalog page on Y65 series.

MINIATURE FERRITE
CORE YOKES
Close geometrical
tolerances, high stroke
speeds and fast settling for
small alpha-numeric
displays, random position
displays, etc. are achieved
with this 1" neck dia. ferrite
core yoke. Push-pull and
single-ended coils available
in a wide range of
impedances for transistor
or vacuum tube circuits. For
full technical details see
catalog page C7400.

CHARACTER WRITING
YOKES
Popular high-frequency
"diddle" yokes provide
low-cost method of
producing alpha-numeric
characters for computer
readout displays. Mount
directly on rear of Series Y58
and Series Y68 yokes which
are used to position
characters on CRT screen.
For electrical and
mechanical characteristics
see catalog page on
C5903/C5904 seri es.

SHIELDED PRECISION
FOCUS COILS
Designed fo r precision
applications where high
resolution is required over
the entire useful area of the
CRT face. Static and
dynamic coils combine
into a single gap to ease
alignment and positioning .
Gap in forward location for
superior focus and best
image-to-object ratio.
For technical details see
catalog sheet on type
F55 series.

MICROPOSITIONER
COIL/LENS ALIGNER
New low cost micropositioner
for deflection yokes and
focus coils or for optical
bench applications provides
minimum backlash fine
adjustments for pitch, yaw,
horizontal and vertical
translation. Posi tive locks
for all four independent
adjustments make it easy to
change one adj ustment
without disturbing others.
Available f rom stock, Models
D 7450 and D 7675 .
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New special editorial replaces the usual " Presi dents Message" wh ich
will reappear in our next issue.

Some Thoughts on the Future of Television
BY ROB ERT ADLER
Z enith Radio C orporation

Television has been called a window to the world. The variety of
images it carries is indeed great. But technically speaking, it is not a
very large window; at typical viewing distances, the screen occupies
only about 12° along the horizontal axis of om field of vision. Imaginative engineers have wondered whether television could not be altogether
different - more like a pictme window: you don't look at it, you look
through it at the world, with a viewing angle close to 180°. Could this
be a future form of television?
Holography seems the answer, b ut the difficulties are enormous. At
the receiver, we would need an electrically controllable tri-color hologram with an area measm ed in square meters; at the transmitting end,
we must have light that remains coherent over the entire scene, also in
three colors, and cameras with unheard-of resolution. Outdoor scenes
present a special problem. The transmission link requires enormous
bandwidth , about a million megahertz. These difficulties are too great
even for optimists.

A more modest goal is a large display in two dimensions. We will look
at it, not through it. It could, for instance, hang on the wall like a large
picture, several feet wide.
Such pictmes can be made today by projection systems. Getting euuugh
light for daylight viewing is a p erennial difficulty; reducing complexity
to the point where home use becomes practical would be a remarkable
achievement. Laser projectors are impractical because of low laser efficiency. In addition, there is some doubt whether any projection system
would find public acceptance.
The most popular approach to the large display is a flat-screen x-y
matrix of active elements that light up when energized, or change their
reflectivity or transparency. Many ideas for such displays have been
published, and many more ar e probably under investigation b y SID
members at this moment. For example, a plasma display demonstrated
in New York last year by some of my co-workers consisted of a 200 x 80
array of neon lamps. It showed only a portion of the full TV pictme, in
monoclu·ome, and not very bright. The peripheral circuits took more
space than the panel. However in1practical it was, it showed live pictures;
it made one think of what might follow.
When will the flat screen arrive? Call t 0 • the time when the new device
is working beautifully in the laboratory; add a few years to learn how
to manufacture it, and a few more to make it comp etitive, but remember :
no one has yet claimed to be at t 0 •
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The flat screen should be made wider than the picture tube. More
information can be placed on it then, and a new, superior service established to transmit programs with higher resolution, on cable or on millimeter waves. There may also be much smaller flat screens, brief-case size.
tum to page 28
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By
HffiOAKI IKEDA,
TETSUO SAKAI,
I W AO OHISHI
TERUO HIRASHIMA

An experimental set-up was constructed to display
a portion of a monochrome picture, reproduced from
NTSC TV signals, on a flat panel display device. The
set-u p uses a combination of a 77 by 222 dot gasdischarge display panel developed for graphic displays by Burroughs Corp. and a set of the analog
memories and associated circuitries utilizing MOSL Sis. The experimental set-u p covers TV pictures
occuPYing a range of about 24 and 90 percent of the
horizontal and vertical deflections, respectively. A
luminance of u p to 15 ft-L, a contrast ratio of u p to
25 to 1 and a variation in luminance of 2 pe•rcent
were obtained in the experim ental set-up.
• A conventional T V display system or TV receiver
using a CRT has limitations to increasing the screenarea. The more the screen-area increases, the greater
the size and weight of the CRT. A TV receiver utilizing a flat panel display can reduce cabinet dep th
while keeping screen-area large. Since depth of a
Hat panel display usually lies on the order of magnitude of centimeters, it is feasible to construct a TV
receiver with a screen-area greater than that of a conventional CRT. Examples demonstrating feasibility of
TV receivers utilizing flat panel displays have been
proposed by engineers at the Philips Corp. 1 and Mitsubishi Electric Corp. 2 In those TV receivers, the gasdischarge display panel is expected to be more suitable
Se ptember-October '73 I Page 5
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than, for example, liquid crystal or electro-luminescent
screens, since it can bett er provide large screen-area,
high luminance and contrast.
Luminance modulation controlling the duration of
time du~·ing which gas-discharge current flows tlu·ough
a gas discharge cell of the panel was carried out in a
gas-discharge panel proposed by Th. J. de Boer of the
Philips Corp.' However, the Burroughs' gas-dischar ge
pan~l provides the scanning and display cells which
are mterconnectcd to each other tlu·ough a hole bored
through the cathode plate. Hence, luminance modulation in which the cell current is continuously controlled can be easily carried out if the Burrouahs
panel is used. An advantage of amplitude 1Lm1ina~ce
modulation over pulse-width modulation lies in silnplilication of the anangement of electronic cii·cuits
used in video-signal systems.
Although a TV receiver using the Burroughs panel
does not seem to be reported, except for a still-picture
display 3, a TV receiver utilizing the Burroughs panel
is considered to be a useful concept in exploring
future flat panel TV receivers. The purpose of this
paper is to describe an exp erilnental flat panel TVreceiver utilizing the Burroughs gas-discharge p anel,
shown at the exhibition of the Technical Research
Laboratories of the Japan Broadcasting Corp., h eld
on May 26-28, 1972, and also to provide a new type
of an integrated TV-signal processor in which a sequential TV video signal is converted into corresponding parallel signals suitable for providing brightness
on the panel.

Selecting a Display Panel
A display panel used in an exp erilnental version was
selected from an1ong those available on the market.
These included one made by an Ulinois firm and by
Burroughs. In the forn • r, it is difficult to obtain an
arbitrary half-tone over a wide range of lumi nance
even though some experiments to obtain half-tones
have been reported.'l-6 However, half-tones are easily
Cmll>ION
CATHODE
DISPLAY
ANODES

obtained in the Burroughs panel if display anode current is controlled. H ence, in its present form the latter
is suitable for use as a display device for reproducing
TV pictures. Advantages of the Burroughs p anel
SSPD® ii1clude:
1. Pull-out of primii1g gas discharge from a scanning cell into a corresp onding display cell is
utilized in the Burroughs SSPD® as shown in
Figure 1. H ence, priming gas discharge existing
ii1 a scanning cell behind a narrow aperhue is
stably pulled out from the scanning cell into the
display cell tlu·ough the ap erture, if positive
voltage large enough to pull out discharge fr om
th e scanning to display cells is applied to the
display anode. This means that conditions for
the scanning and lumii1ance modulation of currents are selected independently from each other.
2. An arbitrar y ltm1inance is more easily obtaii1ed
by changing currents flowii1g through each of
the display anodes, although it is obtaii1ed b y
changing pulse-rate of cmTents flowii1g through
the cells as well as in the Illinois panel.
3. Inter-cathode scanning, performed by shifting
a cathode on which gas dischar ge is generated
from one to an adjacent one, utilizes diffusion of
prin1ing gas-discharge from one cathode to an
adjacent one. This scanning at a lower rate is
used as the vertical deflection in a TV-picture
display.
Some of the deficiencies in the Burroughs panel
when used for TV display include:
1. Radiation wavelength~ of light are detem1ined
by energy levels of Ne-gas molecule. H ence,
pictmes are characterized by the red-and-black
tone determined by the radiation wavelengths.
2. Spans between dots spaces on the 1 mm centers.
A dot diameter in the panel available for graphic displays measures about 0.6mm. H ence, the
dotted sh·ucture of the panel is seen if the panel
is observed at less than 2m distance.
The Burroughs SSPD, con taining a dot matrix of 77
by 222 p oints, 'vvas selected as a display device for
use in reproducing TV pictures. Specifications of the
panel selected for use as the TV picture display are
listed in Table J.7
(Reprinted from the product sp ecification of 05004
manufactured by the Burroughs Corp.)
Number of Dots
Center to Center
D ot Spacing
Dot Diameter
Light Outp ut
Phase Number of Pulses
used for Cathode Scan

77 by 222 ( 17,094 )
( 77 anodes 222 cathodes)
0.040 in.
0.024 in.
red-orange
7</>

APERTURE

Figure 1. Display an d scanning mechanisms.

Table 1. Specifications for the 77 by 222 dot-panel. (Repnnted from th e product specification of C5004, manufactured by the Burroughs Corp.)

OCLI Antireflection Coatings
Improve the View... nearly everywhere.
It all started with a need to reduce
the glare from aircraft instrument
covers. Working closely with the U.S.
Air Force, OCLI designed and developed a multilayer state-of-the-art
coating that reduced reflections five
times better than a sing le layer of
MgF2 • For several years now pilots
have been able to read their instruments wi th ease through covers

coated by OCLI and our licensees.
A most satisfying development, but
that was on ly the beginning. Today
descendants of that coating, each
modified to do a specific job, are
improving the view in a lot of places.
If you are having t ro ub le with
reflections, ghost images, poor visibility, we can probably help you. If
yours is a stubborn problem and you

let us in at the beginning, chances
are you'll benefit from worki ng with
our research scientists and design
engineers. Try us. We supply more
than just a product.
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Figure 2. Arrangement of an experi mental TV display system .

Organization of Display System

Specifications for the experimental TV display system tlu:ough which TV pictures arc reproduced from
the NTSC-TV signals are given below.
1. Signals. NTSC-TV si~P-1als are applied to the
video input terminals of this system.

2. Horizontal Deflection. Conventional circuits for
horizontal deflection are eliminated due to utilization of the "one-line-at-a-time" address. Currents flowing th rough the display anodes constituted with 77 lines are, in the experimental
display system, simultaneously supplied. H ence,

horizontal deflection is p ractically carried out by
use of sample-hold circuits constructed with
MOS-LSi s.
3. Vertical Deflection. A lower rate scanning utilizing priming gas-discharge of the p anel is used
for vertical deflection.

2.

4. Grayscale. Grayscale results from modulation of
currents Rowing through the display anodes of
the panel.
3.

The above requirements have been arranged in the
experimental display system shown in Figure 2. Video
signals ( the TT SC -TV signals includ ing synchronizing pulse components) are, in Figure 2, divided

I NPUTS F OR
CLOCK PULSES
SHIFT PULSES
(SYNCHRONIZED
WITH HORIZONTAL
DRIVE PULSES)

SHIFT R EGISTER
2 · · · ·-··· .. . .... .

BUS- BAR
F OR VIDEO
COMPONENT S

P ARALL E L VIDEO-COMPONENT OUTPUTS
Fi gure 3. Arrangement
of the sample-hold
circ ui ts for the horizontal
''one-line-at-a-li me"
address.
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display tu be fam il ies in RCA's comprehensive l ine. For your
free copy of the new RCA D isplay Tube brochure, STC-900C,
write Manager, Market Plann ing, Display Tube Products, Section ZD5, RCA, New Hollan d Avenue, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
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into the video and synchronizing signal components.
The video-signal component is applied through the
buffer amplifier to the sample-hold circuits. The vid eosignal voltage is, in the sample-hold circuits, divided
into segments corresponding to picture elements. A
signal voltage constituting each of the picture elements is stored in a corresponding memory capacitor.
Voltages across the memory capacitors are simultaneously applied to the display anodes of the panel
tluough the corresponding anode line drivers through
which currents supplied from the high-voltage source
flow.
The sample-hold circuits are shown in Figure 3, in
which one package of the sample-hold integrated ci..rcuits consists of 20 bits of an MOS shift-register and
20 sample-gates. Both of the electronic circuits are
constructed with MOS-LSis. The shift-register, to
which the sample-hold circuits are connected, corresponds to a conventional horizontal scanner.

In Figure 3, if the i-th bit of the shift-register is
addressed, the MOS transistor Q 1 turns on and thus
the capacitor C 1 is charged to the bus voltage at a
time of the address. The capacitors C, C~, C3 . . .
... C 1 • • • Cn are charged to the bus voltages at tin1es
of the addresses 1-st, 1-nd, 3-rd . . . i-th . . . n-th,
respectively. The voltages stored in the cap acitors are
fed to the display anodes through FET buffers and
bipolar line drivers.
Although 77 lines have been provided for the display anodes, variation inluminance, when a video
signal having a constant amplitude throughout a
frame of pictures is applied to the system inputs, was
kept low without providing any manually adjustable
means.
Address points on the Burroughs SSPD, by means
of the "one-line-at-a-time" address, are, one by one,
shifted from the upper to lower columns at a time
of every horizontal synchronizing p ulse. The vertical
syncluonizing pulses were used for drawing back the
end of the vertical scanning p oints and for determining the starting phases of the vertical scanning points.
Ve1tical scan of the panel was carried out by the use

RESPONSE TO THIS
PART WAS ACQUIR ED.

,_....._,

Figure 4. Rectangular waveform
response to the horizontal-deflection
axis. (a) Appl ied video-sig nal
waveform. (b) Response.

C1 C2 C> C • Cs C• C1 Co

C• C1o

-lr--

T

Fi gure 5. Rectangular waveform
response to the vertical-deflection
axis. (a) Applied video-signal
waveform. (b) Response.

(a )

of this method. Multiple-phase pulses, by means of
which a bright line on the display p anel is shifted,
are used for vertical scan. H ence, 241 to 242 cathodes
are required to perform vertical scan of a picture
frame. If an aspect ratio of 4:3 is assumed, 321 anode
wires are required. Since the Burroughs SSPD designed for graphic display provides 77 anodes and
222 cathodes, pictures covering about one-fomth of
the horizontal-deflection axis and about 90 percent
of the vertical-deflection axis are displayed on the
panel.
Experimental Set-Up

(b) .

(a).

lH

Performances obtained with the experimental set-up
are summarized as follows.
1. Coverage of the reproduced pictures. In the
direction of the horizontal-deflection axis: about
24 percent of the effective deflection width
( about )~ H ). I n the direction of the verticaldeflection axis: about 90 percent of the effective
deflection width (about 0.9 V).
2. The maximum luminance -15 ft-L.
3. Contrast ratio - 25 : 1 ( max. )

(b)

4. Variation in luminance - 2 p ercent (for the
maximum luminance).
5. Rectangular wavefom1 resp onse to the horizontal deflection axis. When a rectangular-waveform
video-signal with a synchronizing component,
shown in Figure 4 ( a), was applied to the system input, voltages shown in Figure 4( b ) app eared at the outputs of the serial-parallel
converter constructed with MOS-LSis. Voltages
of -10 and -3 V correspond to the higher and
lower levels of the video signal, respectively.
The time interval corresponding between C 6 and
C8 , equal to 360 ns of the video signal, was
determined by p erformances of the exp erin1ental
set-up.
6. Rectangular wavef01m response to the vertical
deflection axis. vVhen a rectangular wavefmm
video-signal with a synchronizing component,
shown in Figure 5( a), was applied to the system input, a voltage response shown in Figure
5 ( b) appeared across a memory capacitor.
7. Dissipated power - 30 to 50 W (where 10 to
25 W were consumed in the panel ).

Figu re 6. Pictures reproduced
on a flat-panel.
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8. Pictures. Figures 6( a ) through 6 ( d) show examples of pictures obtained from an experimental set-up. The pictures were reproduced
from received signals using a conventional TV
tuner.
Conclusion

The following conclusions can be ch·awn based upon
the experiment described herein:

IEEE Tr. ED. E D-18, Vol. 9, pp. 654-658, Sept.
1971
7. Instruction for op eration for the 222 by 77 SSPD
for graphic displays, Burroughs Corp.
Acknowledgment
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1. Utilization of priming gas discharge led to reproduction of pictures with half-tones.
2. Capacitor memories utilizing MOS-LSis were
effectively used for the conversion from sequen~al TV signals to the corresponding p ru·allel
s1gnals.
3. Variations in sensitivity, behveen signal lines
for driving the display anodes of the p anel,
qualitatively affect pictures reproduced from
TV signals. Hence, vari atio n in lumi nance
should be kept low.
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Computer Users Loyal to Brands
Intensifying the pattern set last
year, computer users will reach an
all-time high degree of loyalty to
their mainframe manufacturers, according to a forecasting technique
used by ED P Industry Report.
In its si>.:th annual Customer
Loyalty Study, EDP/ IR concludes
that although some users stretched
their EDP dollars dming the economic squeeze by looking to independent peripheral manufacturers
or third-party leasing companies,
they stuck by their mainframe
manufacturer to a much higher degree in 1971 than in 1970. This
trend is continuing, according to
Page 12 I S ID Journal

the report, and a proven accurate
forecasting technique indicates that
level or better loyalty is expected
for all manufacturers except Univac in 1972.
Achieved Greatest Gains

IBM experienced the highest
number of defections, according to
EDP/ IR, but also achieved the
greatest gains from other vendors,
for a second-place loyalty rating of
82%. Burroughs retained its usual
£rst-place standing with 86%. As
System/ 370 deliveries gather even
greater momentum, however, IBM
may well reach 94%, surpassing

even Burroughs in 1972 loyalty.
Univac will probably decrease
its rating from 61% to about 50% in
1972. The RCA rental base will be
a major source of defections, and
the current trend among Univac's
Model 9200 users is to step up to
some other manufacturer's system
- most often one b y IBM.
H on eywell and NCR also
achieved high degrees of loyalty in
1971 - 79% and 76% respectivelyhaving gained most of IBM's defected customers, and will probably maintain these approximate
levels in 1972.

Storage tubes have a reputation for poor gray level rendition , states the author. At best, in the past, tubes have yielded four or five distingu ishable
gray levels. More recently dual-gun dielectric storage tubes have produced
10 halftone levels in the output display. Reasons for poor halftone response,
and the new techniques, are discussed.
• Most electrical input and ou tput
storage tubes of the dielectric target type have a reputation for poor
halftone or gray level rendition, especially when video is written at
slow scan rates. In the past, such
tubes could p roduce, at best, 4 or 5
distinguishable gray levels. Yet
very little has appeared in the
literature regarding this performance.
One major contributor to the poor
dynamic range of storage tubes has
been the non-linear b·ansfer func-

tion of the dielectri c type storage
tube. Non-linearity in the writing
electron gun, coupled with the storage t arget charging process, causes
compression of signals. These signals are then masked by noise in
the read-out process. R ecen t I y,
dual-gun dielectric storage tubes
have been designed into equipments to provide pre-emphasis of
low level signals. This overconies
non-linearity in the low level or
"black" regions of the transfer characteristics and produces 10 half-
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pear as the idealized curves in
Figure l b. These curves are parametrically tin1e-dependent since the
vertical axis is now di e l ectric
charge, dielectric or potential. Assume that the curves in Figure lb
were constructed by pulsing the
electron gun for an interval .M, .
Then note that the dielectric potential will follow the non-linearities
of the electron gun transfer curve,
assuming the dielectric is a passive
linear element, until the saturation
point is reached. Now let the electron beam pulse width be increased;
the dielectric will still saturate at the
same potential so that this must
force the saturation to occur at a
lower beam current and, therefore,
a more negative electron gun gridcathode voltage.

By A. A. DAVIDSON

tone levels in the output display.
The underlying reasons for poor
halftone response by storage tubes
are discussed in detail and two
equipment techniques are discussed
to overcome the problem.
Exponent Exact Value Unimportant

Poor halftone response from single or dual gun dielectric recording
storage tubes arises from the transfer curve of a writing electron gun
coupled with the charging of a
dielectric. Figure la qualitatively
shows a typical transfer curve for
an electron gun. Note that the
beam current is a non-linear function of the grid-cathode voltage
above cutoff, of the form :

The exact value of the exponent
is relatively unimpo rt a nt. What
should be noted is that the nonlinearity in beam current is most
apparent at low values of gridcathode voltage above beam current cutoff.
Now consider that this beam
current charges a dielectric "capacitor". 0 At some point, the dielectric saturates and will not accept
any more charge. Then a transfer
curve of charge ( or potential ) on
the dielectric versus the inp ut signals to the storage tube might ap°For principles of operation, refer to:
"Storage Tubes and their Basic Principles", Knoll and Kazan, John Wiley,
1952; "Recording Storage Tubes and their
Applications", A.S . Luftman,. E lectronics
World, May 1953; "A Display System
Using the Alphecon Storage Tube", Marlowe, Wendt, and Wine, Proceedings of
Society of Information Display, Vol. 12.
No.4, 1971.

Dwell Period

The input signal modulates the
write gun of the storage tube as
the electron beam is deflected or
scanned across the dielectric. Generally, the deflection will be at a
constant rate; that is, a linear scan
is produced, which essentially establishes the "dwell" period of the
electron beam on the dielectric for
each resolvable elem eut. Thus, the
slower the data rate of the incoming signal, the more compressed
will be the dynamic range of the
writing process since the "dwell"
period for each element is longer.
This is qualitatively shown in Figure l c by drawing two different
pulsewidths (for a given resolution
element ) on the grid-target transfer function to simulate two different data rates. The input signal
pulse is broken up into 10 equal
amp litud e segments. The wider
pulse occupies a smaller dynamic
range, curve 2, since it charges the
dielectric more rapidly at each
voltage level. By the simple graphic

TYPICA L ELECTR ON GUN T RANSFER CURVE

DIELECTR IC STORAGE
TUB E WR ITING TRANSF ER FUNCTION

construction shown in Figure l c,
the two "pulses" can be reproduced
"through" the elech·on-gunl dielectric transfer fu nctions as though
they had been "scanned" b y a perfectly linear reading process; these
are shown at the right of the transfer curves. Note how much more
non-linear the successive segments
of the wider p ulse are ( p rop ortional to t!l t~) compared to those of
Llt ,. In addition, if it is hypothesized that th e pre-amplifier following the storage tube readout produces an equivalent input noise
level as shOW11, then this also det ermines the black tone. Thus, noise
washes out the first t wo levels for
e, but the fust three levels for e 2 •
In addition, more adjacent levels
are indistinguishable from each
other in signal e, than in signal e 1 .
I n this discussion, and in the
Figure lc, the baseline of the signals is assumed to start from cutoff
of the storage tube to preserve the
equivalent of the 'b lack reference"
level from the sensor.
In addition to "black compression" the peaks or white levels are
compressed since the dielectric saturation does not really take place as
sharply as is shown in Fignm 1h,
but is more rounded as shown b y
the dotted lines at the top of th e
transfer curves in Figure l c. Although not as serious as black compression, this effect can also "lose"
one or more levels of the signal.
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D IELECTRIC STORAGE TUBE WRIT IN G TR ANSFER OF TWO
LOGARITHM ICAL LY SEGMENTED PULSES; .it2 >.it1
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F igure 1 c.

Two Solutions

In the best case for the narrow
pulse sjgnal, •10 , only 5 "gray" levels
or h alftones ( including black ) will
be discernible to an observer. The
long pulse which compresses the
dynamic range more severely would
produce only 3 gray levels in •2o.
T llis effect h as never been specifically discussed in the literature
before, yet it is one of the most
serious problems facing the storage
tube user in slow scan conversion
for display or in multi-sensor display where the data rates of the
different sensors vary widely.
There are at least two solutions
to this problem; one a simple but
partial solution, the other requiring
additional complexity. The partial
solution is to sample sensor signals
which h ave a very low data rate
with narrow pulses and apply the
sampled signal to the writing gun
of the storage tube. This avoids
the very serious black compression
of slow signals, although some com-

Signals processed by the nonlinear h·ansfer function of a storage
tube appears much worse when
displayed because of the human
factor involved. To a human observer, equal incremental steps of
light intensity appear compressed ;
it requires logarithmically increasing steps of light intensity to ap-

PARAMETRI C STORAGE
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pear as equal steps. Consequently,
logarithmically increasing steps of
signal voltage are required to drive
the output CRT display ( assuming
that the CRT is linear ). If the input
signal were divided up into 10 steps
related by the ratio -V', they would
app ear as in Figure 2 before and
after the W1"iting process of the
storage tube.

Human Factor

l •

.

'•

~

pression will still occur because of
the b asic non-linearity of the electron gun itself. Applications of
dielectric storage tubes where the
input signal is at, or near, real
tin1e television rates frequently do
not encounter this problem.
A second solution to this problem was effectively tried on a
developmental multi-mode radar
display in 1968. Amplitude preemphasis of video signals near
black level was applied to the very
low data rate (slow scan ) signals
from a SAR sensor and ten ( 10 )
gray levels were achieved in this
manner. What is required is a nonlinear correction amplifier which
automatically adjusts the amount
and level of pre-eml_)hasis as a function of the sweep speed on the
writing side of the storage tube.
The storage tube itself becomes
the "de-emphasizer".
If the storage tube has been
made '1inear" by one or both of the
above methods, then the dynamic
range is limited simply by noise in
the readout signal ( assmning all
electrical amplifiers are also linear ).
The number of gray levels or
halftones that can be reproduced
is detennined by the SI N ratio of
the output video signal from the
storage tube and pre-amplifier.
A commonly accept ed standard
is that two halftone or gray levels
are related by '61 o; that is

•n+ 1 = ,21
•n

v

where •n + 1 is a signal level rep resenting a full halftone step above
•n.
I t follows that the power or light
intensity ratio of two adjacent steps
is 3 db. Thus the linear dynamic
range, in decibels, must be
Sppi N,.ms = 3nH
where nu represents the number
of halftones.
Most storage tube pre-amplifiers
are capable of SI N = 30 db and
therefore, it would seem that they
could also provide 10 halftones. As
has become evident, however, the
dynamic range must be linear to
obtain good halftone rendition.
Of course, other factors may
affect gray level response in a storage tube, such as the signal-todisturbance ratio in some tubes.
There may also be situations where
the input signal-to-noise ratio is
low and input noise predominates
in limiting the dynamic range of
the system, as for example, when
the storage tube is being used to
provide video integration. I n this
case, pre-emphasis may not be necessary or desirable.
•
• Fundamentals of Television Engineering", C.M. Glasford, McGraw-Hill, 1955,
p. 13.
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whither
telctYiSiOft
The following introductory remarks preceded a panel disc ussion of
the futu re of telev ision . M r. Markin mode rated the panel, whic h was
a featu re o f the 1973 SID Intern at ional Symposium .

BY JOSEPH MARKI N
Zenith Radio CorporationChicago

• We shall discuss and debate
some of the foreseeable technical
developments in TV, such as the
availability of inexpensive video
playback devices and software; the
impact of cable TV; and changes
in receiver design and perfom1ance.
Related subjects include the new
services that may become available,

aboutthe

how they will be financed and how
they will affect people.
T wo new developments of great
potential importance are waiting
in the wings. The first, low-cost
video playback, is now preparing
to offer video disc records and
players whose prices could well approach those of audio comp onents.
H ow will the public react to tllis
new gadget? Will it welcome an
opportunity to buy or rent its video
fare, so that people may better see
what they want when they want

it? Or will it ignore this new product and leave the video recording
and playback business to schools,
to industrial use and to other lowvolume peripheral applications?
The second develop ment is that
of CATV, probably with pay TV.
Here the difficulty is that of reaching critical mass, of getting enough
subscribers. There probably aren't
enough p eople in hard-to-reach
outlying areas or in central-metropolitan p oor-reception areas to get
over the hump. H ow will CATV
offer enough to tempt the typical
viewer, who has reasonably good
reception and three or four T V stations to choose from? Will it be by
showing otherwise bl ac ked- out
athletic events, such as football,
boxing and hockey, or by showing
first-run movies?
One or more of these new app roaches may give us a chance to
approach a more pluralistic society,
one in which the tyranny of numbers no longer forecloses our opportunity to enjoy a movie or a TV
program just because it's not being
shown in the movie houses nearby
or because its measured p opularity
on the performance ratings does
not put it among the top ten or
twenty.
We have heard much about the
new Wired City, about interactive
displays with shopping, library research, educational facilities and
other amenities offered via CATV.
But who will pay for this and why?
Not everything technically possible
becomes economically viable.
Will CATV, with its large sp ectrum sp ace and control of transmitted signals, encourage some variation in TV standards? Greater
transmission bandwidth could be
used to produce higher-resolution
pictures, which could make for pictures with greater entertainment
value as well as the ability to
transmit information approachlng
that on the printed page. How-

author
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ever, the generation, transmission
and reproduction of these lugherquality pictures will need new
equipment designs and improved
display performance. Wider bandwidth could enhan ce the appeal of
large-screen displays, perhaps using
the often-heralded flat-screen TV
picture.
One surprising tiling about the
TV industry is that its product continues to perform better, to be
easier to use and, in a time of
rampant inflation, to cost less than
it did five or ten years ago. Compare this to the auto industry, with
its relatively static technology and
sharply hlgher costs. TV costs, including the color tube and its supporting circuitry, should continue
to come down, both by design simplification and by production automation. The latter is particularly
important in competing against lowcost off-shore labor in what is still
a labor-intensive p roduct, as "vitness a TV assembly line with its
many workers sitting side-by-side.
Picture quality should improve;
T V b r o adca st q u ali t y can and
should approach E uropean standards, perhaps with the help of the
proposed Vertical Interval Reference added to the composite video
signal. There is also room for improvement in TV receiver picture
quality in resolution and stability.
Thin flat-panel displays, when
and if available, should offer less
weight, sharply reduced volume, a
larger display area and freedom
from convergence p roblems. They
will be relatively expensive initially,
so their first effect should be on the
high-priced end of the TV product
line. However, one vital condition
will be the ability of solid state
technology to provide cost-effective
IC's in what amounts to large scale
integration.
The TV industry is probably
going to change radically in the
years ahead. There is the potential
of new p roducts and new services;
but its realization will take a combination of technological success,
the large-scale acceptance which
can lead to low-cost production
(and without low-cost production
there won't be large-scale consumption), and the necessary political
decisions on such matters as who
shall be p ermitted to offer what
services in what areas at what
prices.
•
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NEI SKYlAB Display Consoles

Description of a target structure for a new inputoutput storage tube, citing choices of materials,
and their advantages.

IMPROVED
MEMOR¥
TUBE
By K.R.HESSE

Hughes Aircraft Company
Indus~al Prod~cts _Division
Oceans1de, Califorrua

for
Alphanumeric,

Sky Ia~ flight c_ontroller at one of ,new command/control ~onsoles in Skylab M~ssion Control Center. Flight controller is
using 11 !o obtam data from Center s computer systems, wh1ch can store and dehver up to 40 times more information than
was available for Apollo.

The huge data displays and
busy consoles at NASA's Mission
Control Center ( MCC) here look
much the same as during earlier
days of space flight. Yet, vast differences rapidly became apparent
as flight controllers worked feverishly to sa lva ge th e r ece ntl y
troubled Sky la b program. Most
striking is the amazing amount of
information being transmitted or
stored for later use-more than 40
times the amount needed for Apollo.
Unlike Apollo, which operated
from a fixed flight plan, Skylab
was designed for maximum flexibility. Many of the astronauts' specific assignments were to be determined on a day-to-day basis, with
teams of biomedical , earth resources and other scientific experts
submitting pr oposa l s for flight
crew activities only 48 hours in
advance. This approach was origim~lly adopted to serve Skylab's goal
of broad s.cientific experimentation.
Then, because of launch damage
Page 18 I SID Journal

that threatened the spacecraft's sur- Another big change has been comvival, this ability to improvise plete redesign of the desk-like
quickly as the program progresses command and control consoles
became a vital tool in saving the where flight controllers sit to get
mission. It continues to be impor- information and to direct the mistant as NASA restructures Skylab's sion (see picture ).
third manned mission to make up
"The net result," said Benware,
for experimental time lost during "is that a single flight controller now
the first and second flights and has more information available at
compensate for reduced spacecraft his fingertips than all the controlpower supplies.
lers combined had during the moon
To evaluate "near-real-time" ac- missions."
tion plans rapidly and resolve conThe new systems include one for
flicts between competing proposals
processing
computer tapes of earth
from scientists, an immense amount
resources data carried back from
of mission data has to be kept on
the spacecraft by the astronauts; a
hand and made instantly available
digital television system that forms
to the decision makers.
the nucleus of Skylab's display and
The second floor of MCC has
control system at MCC; a Mass
been converted for Skylab use.
Data Storage Facility ( MDSF ), and
According to Robert C. Benware,
new Mission Operations Planning
four major computer and display
System ( MOPS) terminals.
systems and many more comp lex
At the heart of the MCC's incomp uter programs have been
creased data handling capability is
added to those used for Apollo
( Benware is Houston director for the MDSF. To evaluate mission
planning proposals thoroughly in
Philco-F ord Corp. , which designed
and bui lt MCC over 10 years ago).
tu rn to page 29

Graphics
And
Frame Freezer
Applications
• A new target structure for a
single ended electrical input-electrical output storage tube is described here, which features ruggedness, ruggedability, both mechanically and electrically, fast
writing and erasing rates, and economical fabrication. The target
can be made using either one of
two basic materials, semiconductors or insulators. Both materials
exhibit the same general enhanced
characteristics over the more widely known mesh and siliconj silicon
dioxide targets. In the case of insulating substrates, the target
structure is metallic grid printed
on glass, while in the case of semi-

conducting substrates, it consists
of a metallic grid pattern on a silicon dioxide/ silicon wafer. The fast
response of both structures is due
to the comparatively low capacitance of an elemental area compared to standard targets. Comparative values of capacitance for
the targets are calculated and discussed in relation to the speed
characteristics. A brief description
is given of fabrication techniques
for both types of t argets. These
techniques make use of the photolithographic processes commonly
associated with LSI fabrication.
Performance characte ristics of
tubes fabricated with the new tar-

gets are given. The tubes are used
in various applications such as
slow scan thermography, frame
grabbing, and computer terminal
buffer storage.
The Industrial Products Division
of the Hughes Aircraft Company
has developed an improved memory tub e for alpha-numeric,
graphics, and frame freezer applications. It is based upon a novel
t a r get structure p atented by
Hughes. Tubes utilizing this target
are shown in Figme l. They are a
one-inch vidicon - type tube, the
Hl268, and a two-inch tube, the
H l269. These tubes are subsequently used in scan conversion
September-October '73 I Page 19
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Solid Target Elemental Capacitance

jJ

memory units and shown in Figure
1, ilie MSC-1 and the 639. MSC-1
has standard 525-line TV type performance capability while the 639
unit features high performance,
typically 1000-line TV with a
bandwidth of 22 MHz.
Single ended scan convert er
tubes have employed two basic
modes of operation: transmission
modulation and reflection modulation. Information, stored in the
form of electrical charges on the
surface of an insulator, modulates
a beam of electrons used to "read"
that stored pattern. In ilie transmission modulation mode of operation, Figure 2A, the insulator is
deposited as a thin film in a supp ortin g m esh structur e. The
charges stored upon ilie insulator
surface control the transmissability
of electrons through the mesh. Sufficiently negatively charged areas
will repel all the reading electrons,
producing no signal output. Positively charged areas allow the read
elecb·ons to p enetrate the mesh in
greater or lesser numbers, depending upon the exact potential. These
transmitted electrons cons titute
the video signal output from the
tube.
In th e reflection modu l ati o n
mode of operation, Figure 2B, tlle
target structure is placed upon a
solid substrate. Read electrons do
not p e n e trate past ilie storage
plane. In this mode read electrons
again are completely repelled by
target areas having a sufficiently
high negative potential, and are
partially repelled by areas having

more positive potential. The read
signal is extracted from the conductive solid backplate.
The majority of single ended
scan converter tubes today utilize
the solid target, reflection modulation type of structure. The reasons
for this are:
1) The solid target is inherently
more rugged than the mesh
structure. Meshes used for these
tubes are generally between
750- and 1500-pitch and vary
between 0.0003 inch to 0.0008
inch in thickness. This makes
handling during processing
rather hazardous. In addition,
the mesh targets fabricated in
the form of drumheads are susceptible to spurious signal output due to drumhead resonances
during the various pulsing operations that must be done to
operate single ended scan converter tubes.
2) The solid target is also capable
of greater inherent resolution
compared to mesh targets. Resolution is partially dependent
upon the mesh pitch. The fabrication of 1500-line mesh is difficult; going higher in mesh count
becomes excessively costly due
both to mesh fabrication and
t arget fabrication problems.
However, solid targets are routinely made with a 1500-count
grid printed on them, and higher
counts are only slightly more
difficult.
3 ) The solid targets are also capable of simpler fabrication methods. Standard LSI techniques
can be used.
4 ) Lastly, the solid target is also
capable of high er inherent
speeds, both in erasure and in
writing. This is particularly true
of the Hughes targets, as shall
be covered later.

can be approximated by tl1e standard parallel plate f ormula,
EEoA
C=
where E is the dielec-

------n-

tric constant of the oxide, Eo is the
permittivity of free space, A is the
surface area of the island, and D is
the thickness of the oxide. Substituting the appropriate values into this
formula, ilie elemental capacitance
is about 6.4 X 10-1 5 farads.
The target in Figure 4 has two
preferred structures. The solid substrate may be eiilier a dielectric
such as glass, quartz, or sapphire,
or it may be a silicon wafer. If
silicon is used, ilie wafer is first
oxidized and then a metal matrix
is printed on the surface of ilie
oxide ( Figure 4A ). For purposes
of comparison with the silicon target already considered, assume ilie
same elemental storage area. The
elemental capacitance in this case
is composed of two components, ch
the capacitance through the oxide
similar to the previous case, and
C2, the capacitance to the surrounding metal grid.
cl is calculated the same as pre-

By K. R. HESSE

viously and is approximately 2.1X
10' 15 farads, while c 2 is calculated
assuming it to be the equivalent of
an elemental length of coaxial cable.
c2is roughly approxinlated,
ilierefore as 1.6 X 10- 17 farads, two orders
of magnitude less tl1an C,. The
total capacitance of this structure
then is about one-third that of the
silicon-silicon oxide structure shown
in Figure 3. Since the speed of a
target is a direct function of tl1e
elemental capacitance, ilie Hughes
structure has the advantage of faster
speeds , other conditions being
equal.
In the other structure, Figure
4B, a metallic grid is printed onto
a dielectric substrate. The total elemental capacitance is again approximated by c 2 and the total elemental capacitance, ilierefore, is
very much less ilian either of ilie
two silicon structures, namely 1.6 X
10· 17 farads. Considering the two
silicon structures, the primary difference which produces ilie smaller

Sil icon Dioxi de

[

. 005"- .010"

1000 ~

Doped Sili con Substrate

Figure 4A.

Silicon Type

Structure Compared

Figure 3 shows a solid target,
exemplified by ilie silicon-silicon
dioxide structure. Specifically consider a silicon target having an
array of oxide islands spaced on
25 1-1m centers with a thickness of
1 1-1m, each island being 12 !Jill
square. This structure will be compared with other targets later having tl1e same dimensions. The elemental capacitance of tltis t arget

. 025" - . 060"

~\-------1
Figure 48.

Insulator Type
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By K. R. HESSE

capacitance feature of the Hughes
target is the thickness of the oxide
film . While it may seem to b e a
simple matter to increase the thickness of this layer in the etched
oxide target to the same as that
used by Hughes, in practice it is all
but impossible. The delineation of
these very fine patterns in the oxide
layer becomes impossible when the
oxide layer thickness exceeds about
1 to 1.2 f.lm. In actuality, use of
targets with even this thickness produces very objectionabl e background effects during tube operation, so that the usual oxide thickness is generally kept well below
this value. In comparison, since no
etching at all is done to the oxide
£1m in the Hughes target, this effect
is not encountered . The thickness
of the oxide is controlled by the
length of time necessary to form
the layer rather than by its etching
properties.
The processes used to form these
targets are shown in Figure 5. Both

Figure 5.

1. Clean Wafer.

forms of the target use very similar
techniques for fabrication. The glass
or other dielectric substrate structure obviously does not require the
oxidation step shown.
1. CLEAN WAFER. Silicon wafers
of suitable size and thickness, for
exam ple, 1.1" in diam e t e r and
0.010" thick, are loaded into a teflon b asket. The basket and wafers
are immersed in a solution of nine
volumes of sulfmic acid and one
volume of nitric acid at 90°C for
approximately ten minutes. At the
end of this time the wafers are
rinsed in circulating fresh deionized
water and then t:ransfeiTed to 49%
hydrofluoric acid solution. Another
rinse in deionized water follows.
The b asket and wafers are then
immersed in concentrated nitric
acid for ten minutes, the acid being
preh eated to 90°C. After another
deionized water rinse the wafers
are spun dry.
The above processing steps serve
to clean off b y solution in the various acids any metallic or other inorganic contaminants present on
the surface. The hydrofluoric acid
dissolves any oxide that may b e
present on the surface. This treatment prepares the wafer for the
next step, oxidation, by presenting
a clean, nearly nascent surface to
the oxidizing conditions in the furnace, thereby favoring a controlled,

uniform growth of silicon dioxide
on the wafer.
2. OXIDIZE WAFER. The cleaned
wa fers are then loaded into a quartz
boat which is loaded into a quartz
tube oxida tion furnace. The exact
conditions of oxidation h ave not
b een found to b e critical. T emperattires may range from 920°C to
1200° C and the furnace atmosphere
may be either dry oxygen or wet
oxygen . The wet is preferred because of the faster oxide growth
compared to dry. The handbook,
"Silicon Semiconductor Data," by
H. F. Wolf, Permagon Press, 1969,
devotes p ages 532 tlu·ough 558 to
data relating oxide growth rates to
various p arameters such as furnace
te mp e r a ture, crystal orientation,
p artial pressure of water, etc. The
oxidation step is generally controlled so as to produce a threemicron thick layer of the oxide.
When the wafers have been removed from the furnace, they are
stored in a clean desiccator until
the next step .
It is of utmost importance during
all the \-vafer processing steps to
make certain that they are handled
carefully and cleanly. All operations are done in a dust-conlrolled
environment, preferably under laminar How hoods. The smallest speck
of dirt can cause a blemish on the
finish ed target.

2. Oxidize Wafer.
3. Chromium Layer Evaporated on
Oxide Side.
4. Photoresist Applied over Chromium Layer.
5. Photoresist Exposed with Mesh
Interstice Pattern.
6. Photoresist Developed.
7. Chromium Etched away in Exposed Areas.
8. Photore sist Removed, Target
Cleaned, Dried.

Figure 6.

Tube Characteristics

Diameter, inches
L ength, inches
Usable target diameter, inches
Resolution, TV 50% lines/ diameter, measured by
orthogonal write-read at 40 f.!Sec/ diameter to
80% saturation
Erase time, full target, to 5% residual, milliseconds
Writing speed, maximum, 11sec/ diameter
Storage time, continuous read, minutes
Output current, saturated, microamperes

H1268

H1269

1
6
0.75
1000

2-1/4
10-l/4
1.6
2000

100
2
15
0.5

33
2
25
0.5

tum to page 29
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K.R. Hesse joined H ughes Aircraft Company in 1957 and worked on the design, development and produc tion of direct view and elech·ical input/output storage tubes. Since 1967 his concern has been with
the processes requi red to develop and fab•icate various types of camera tubes based on the silicon diode
array target. He has a B.S. C h.E . f rom Cooper Union Institute of Technology, and A M.Ch.E. from Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn H e holds li ve patents in the field of electronic d isplay devices.
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PHOTO RISIARCH The Photometer Specialists
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j

Photo Research was founded in
1942 by Karl Freund, ASC. The
Spectra Exp osure meter, using the
Incident Light principle, was the
basis for the success of the company in its early years.
The next product develop ed was
the Spech·a 3-Calor Meter which,
b ecause of its design, reliability,
usefulness and accuracy, has resulted in Photo Research receiving
two Academy Award Citations
from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The first
award was in 1953 and the second
in 1971 for an updated model, cmrently called the Film Balanced 3Color Meter.
In 1953 the Spectra Brightness
Spohneter was d evelop ed and introduced . Thousands of these meters have been manufactured and
some of the first spotmctcrs b uilt
are still in active use. D eveloped
to meet the needs and rcqtiirements of the aircra ft instru ment
and p anel lighting industry, the
spotmeter was, and still is, used for
s t a ndardizati on , meeting MIL/
SPECS, and correla tion of measurements between vendor, manufnc-

'

1•1

turer and customer.
In 1960, with the assistance of
the late Ben Pritch ard, the Spectra P1itcharcl Photometer was develop ed and has become a standard
in the industry over the past decade. Although it h as many of the
same applications as the Spectra
Brightness Spotmeter, its exh·eme
versatility and high sensitivity made
possible a whole new world of ap plications.
In 1968, Photo Research was acquired by Kollmor gen Corporation
and now operates as an indep endent division, with complete profit
and loss responsibility. After being
acquired by Kollmorgen, Photo Research undertook an extensive research and development program.
The results: a completely new
solid-state Spectra Brightness Spotmeter; a compl etely new and versatile Spectra Pritchard Photometer
Ylodel 1980; a Photometer/ Radiometer PR-1000; and a Film Gate
Photometer. These arc now being
rapidly accepted in the market
place and are replacing the older
models as the standards of the light
measurin g industry.

In this wcl future issues, SID
Journal readers will meet some of
the companies who actively support the Society for Information
Display as sustaining members.
These companies serve us in oftenunseen ways, from supplying speakers for local meetings and national
conventions to supporting their employees who volunteer for SID
committees. They encourage employees to write for journals such
as ours, besides supporting SID
financially as Sustaining Members
-

THE EDITOR

I n 1972 Photo Research received
its Third Academy Citation for the
Film Gate Photometer, which is
used by the film processing industry to normalize and control color
printers.
The business of Photo Research
is the development, manufacture
and marketing of electro-optical
instrumentation and services which
tum to page 24
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provides quantitative data on the
output of radiant-energy (light )
sources in the visible, near-infrared
and near--ultraviolet portions of the
electromagnetic radiation spectrum,
the development, manufacture and
marketing of electro-optical test
equipment which assists in the calibration, alignment and/ or evaluation of certain other electro-optical
systems, and the development, manufacture and marketing of new
elech·o-optical instrum e ntation
closely related in technology to
these areas.
Photo Research products fall into
two basic categories:
l. Scientific and industrial photometric instrumentation and
test equipment for industrial
applications related to production, product quality control,
research activities -including
universities and government
agencies.
2. Professional photographic insh·umentation used by the professional motion picture and
television production markets.
There are more Photo Research
precision photometers in use all
over the world, in all fields, than
any other photometers. This reputation for building accurate, reliable and dependable instruments
has caused Photo Research to become known as the "Light Measurement People."
Key shill members include Nick
Bensussen, Production and Standards Lab Manage m e nt ; Dick
Walker, Director of Engineering;
Fred Grover, Director of Marketing;
and Jim Branch, President of Photo
Research Division.
A typical application is shown in
the photo.
The Naval Aircraft Lighting
Group of the National Bureau of
Standards, in solving the problem
of precise measurement of luminance, contrast and edge definition
of characters, lines, and symbols in
aircraft panel displays, has developed a novel application for the
"Spectra® Pritchard® Photometer."
Another group at the National
Bureau of Standards, using the
same physical setup, and with a
special slit aperture in the Pritchard Photometer Model 1980 has
measured a test pattern to a resolution of 203 line pairs/ mm in an
image intensifier tube evaluation
program.
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New Technologies Pace Expansion
in Growing Display Market
According to a major article in
McGraw-Hill's prestigious Business
Week, consumer and industrial
products application for electronic
displays is increasing at an unprecedented rate and can be expected
to increase by more than 1000%
over the next decade.
Reason for this explosive jump
is the introduction of two radically
new technologies and the sudden
sophistication of an older technology. The two newcomers, LED's
( light emitting diodes) and liquid
crystal technology (LCD) both
have developed within the last
four years. The LED is a semiconductor which glows brightly under
the impact of an electrical current.
Its small size and minimal current
consumption make it ideal for such
applications as hand-held calculators and similar instruments. The
market for LED's jumped some
400% this past year to an estimated
total of $25 million. Many market
experts place the potential market
by 1976 in the $100 million area.
The LCD, an even newer tech-

nology than LEDs, works in an exactly opposite manner to the LED.
The liquid crystal turns opaque
when the electrical current is applied, reflecting instead of emitting
light. Many people predict a volume for LCDs that could equal or
surpass the volume predicted for
LEDs. Again the important factor
is small size and low current consumption.
A sophistication in technology
has suddenly brought new life to
the older gas discharge display.
H ere the principle is passing a
high voltage current through a
helium gas mixture which causes
the gas to glow brightly. Smaller
and more efficient gas discharge
displays now are moving strongly
back into the market and are considered effective, p a rticul a rl y
where high contrast is important.
The variety and flexibility of the
new visual display techniques have
caused designers of electronic instruments, both consumer and industrial, to take a new look at options they had not thought possible.

Liquid Crystals As Media For Aircraft Displays
Report is available on a study
to determine the feasibility of utilizing nematic liquid crystals as
media for aircraft displays from
the point of view of their temperature range, response time, gray
scale and color control. The experiments were conducted by U.
Bonne and J. P. Cummings of the
Honeywe ll R esearch Center
(10701 Lyndale Av e. South,
Bloomington, Minn. 55420). The
following conclusions we re
reached:
1. The nematic temperature range
can be made to fit any reasonable specification by forming
multiple eutectic mixtures.
2. "Write" or "contact" times less
than 2 fl.S have been realized
(and less tl1an .1 probably can
be ) with the help of "blocking"
diodes. However, true rise times
become generally longer than
one second at temperatures below -20°C and 3x104 V j cm.

3. The optical properties of electrically induced (dynamic) scattering can be described by specifying the liquid-crystal birefringence ratio, no/n., the average refractive index, ii, and the
applied voltage. Light-scattering
differences between white paper, paint, or oil-water emulsions, on one hand, and liquid
crystals, on the other, will be
discussed.
4. Of several possible color display
approaches, electrically tunable
birefringence was studied in
some detail. The widest viewing angle ( lai ~30°) is achieved
with reflective displays and best
color d e finition (t::..>..j>.. ~ .2)
with r e tardations [ ~3 /2 in
single-stage displays, as long as
the overall cell thickness fluctuation t::..d < O.lA/ ( n.-Do).
Pass SID Journal
along to a friend.
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New Tiny Lamp

New light bulb quarter of an inch
in diameter but said to be as bright
as bulbs three times its size has
been developed by General Elech·ic
Company. About the size of a
pencil eraser, midget 13-watt tungsten-halogen lamp is for scientific
equipment instruments, microscope
illuminators and optical devices
including fiber-obtics.
New lamp ( #3026 ) called smallest of its type, sets new industry
standards for size, and light output
of 15 candlepower. Diminuitive
light somce will allow miniatmization of equipment such as reflectors,
housings and optical systems, with
resulting cost savings, according to
GE engineers.
In a microscope illuminator, for
example, filament of the new lamp
can be placed "vithin two-tenths of
an inch of the focussing lens. This
compares with the half-inch required by larger lamps typically
used in this application.
Circle # 101 on Readers Service Card

Send for SID membership
information.

Zenith Gas Discharge
TV Display
Zenith Radio has been demonstrating a prototype thin-panel display based on gas discharge technology.
The thin-panel picture unit has
80 columns and 212 rows of gas
cells resulting in a picture 2.4" x
6.3", while the panel is only 0.63inch thick. The specifications, ac- -..uw-rr ,
cording to the company, are cell
spacing, 0.030-inch; color, line at a
time; gray scale, continuous; % of
TV picture shown, vertical, 43%,
horizontal, 12%; video b and width,
3.3 MHz; horizontal resolution, 260 ...,..,.. ..,
liues; peak luminance, 8 fls; and
usable contrast ratios, 40:1.
Circle # 102 on Readers Service Card

Hi-Resolution

Sample of photography from
outer space produced b y signals
from Earth Resources Technology
Satellite ( ERTS) to Edson RyderCelco 5" CRT display (picture
shows portion of Lake Tal10e and
Sacramento (Cal.) area) . Celco
says sharp focus is made p ossible
by use of its high-resolution system.
Circle

# 103 on Readers Service Card
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New 31 " x 42" Plotter

-

new

products

Data Entry Tool
For CRT's
The CRT Cursor Conh·ol Trackball, manufactured by Librascope
Division of The Singer Company,
is used to write new data or figures
on CRTs and also to drive a cursor spot for p ointing out and entering data into computers. The
Trackball is a direct digital device
designed for orthogonal control applications. The ball is easily operated by the palm of the hand
whereby movement positions two
non-contact magnetic incremental
encoders in proportion to the motion in the X axis and the Y axis.
The output of each encoder is processed by internal electronics to
sensed pulses for each axis. The
elech·onics required for generating
data is minimal compared to a
light p en or joystick.
Circle

# I 04 on Reader s Service Card

Digital Clocks in Kits

The new 732 Digital Flat Bed
Plotter from Wang Laboratories,
Inc. is said to be the lowest priced
unit of its size and cap acity ( 31" x
42"). Driven by the Model 700 Programmable Calculator, the 732 produces accurate continuous line or
point plotting graphics of curves
and data of problems solved on the
calculator. Alphanumeric labeling
of plots under program conh·ol of
the calculator and the Model 708
Extended Memory Controller gives
user complete flexibility for content, size, format and location of
character setting, any sized charact er with any orientation. Finished
plots are titled, scaled and lab eled
on any type of p ape r i n c lu ding
linen, vellum and mylar.
Circle # 106 on Readers Service Card

New Photometer

.,,

Video Hard Copy Unit

Metrology System

The 4632 Video Hard Copy Unit
can make paper copies of any video
refreshed raster image at any selected line rate, whether input is
standard video (TV tYPe) or a digital video signal. W ithin seconds,
clean, clear 8" x 11" copy of a display, gray scale or black/white
characters or graphics can be produced. The 4632 is plug-comp atible
with virtually all of the many thousands of video alphanumeric and
graphic terminals in use today.

"-

p

·

-

-

The 4632's dry-process development system is geared to high image
quality and ease of use, producing
high image contrast required for
high-resolution copies of complex
graphics and alphamm1erics. The

unit is as stable as wet-p r ocess
photo-sensitive papers, but offers
the convenience of dry printout.
Cost is low-5 to 7 cents per copy,
depending on usage. Copies can be
handled like conventional paper
and may be erased or written on
with p en or p encil.
Circle # I08 on Readers Service Card

Action Switch

Circon MV 9631 MicroVideo
Metrology System is called a sophisticated "yet easy-to-use" measuring instrument which meets the
requirements of modern quality
control and production processes.
Offers features of an integrated
closed circuit television-microscope
system plus two measuring systems
said to give "the highest degree of
electronic and mechanical accuracy." System has following quality
features for precision measurement
of small parts under magnification
by two teclmiques. These include :
electronic measuring system, digital
micrometer stage, high resolution
camera, solid state monitor, turret
microOptical system, and two illumination systems.

To satisfy the strong demand
for high reliability in a miniature,
momentary action switch, Dialight
Corporation introduces the series
913. This model has a light-emitting
diode for its light source and operates from a 5-volt de supply. If
voltages other than 5 volts are
desired, an extemal resistor is
is needed.
The switch is ideal in applications where exh·a-long life or low
power is required. It is available
either in a normally open, normally
closed or two-circuit version, and
is supplied with a long cylindrical
lens cap with an intemal fresnel
ring for uniform light distribution.
Its overall dim ens i on is 1.790
inches.

MIT's clocks display four or six
digits with reliable, easy-to-read
light emitting diodes. The units
operate on either a tw·elve or a
twen ty-four hour cycle and a one
p ulse p er second colon may be
utilized in the four digit clock. The
clocks are light weight and styled
to enhance any contemporary
decor.
Circle

# 105 on Readers Service Card
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T he new Spectra® P ri tc h ard®
Puls e d- L ight Photometer, Model
1980-PL, by Photo Research, has
been specially designed to measure
the integrated (average) value of
sources from 10-5 to 10 7 footlambert-seconds. The instrument is also
equipped with a high-speed (video)
amplifier, which can be used- in
conjunction with a high-speed oscilloscope-to study the shape and
peak value of pulses as short as 1
micro-second.
Circle # 107 on Readers Service Card

Ci rcle # I09 on Readers Service Card

Tektronix Terminal

New from World Video is CR
6700 professional 17" one-gun color
video monitor utilizing only 15:11''
of vertical rack space and the
unique lightweight inner frame design. The Trinitron tube is used in
all models.
The CR6700 is a fully regulated,
solid state monitor 'vvith plug-in
circuit boards. The CR6700 featmes
pulse cross, under-scan, A - B input, internal-external sync, keyed
-back porch clamping and numerous other features desired by the
video engineer.

Teclmological break-through enables Tektronix to provide users
needing high density alphanumerics and full 19-inch diagonal screen
storage graphics with new 4014
Computer Display Terminal and
companion APL version, the 4015
Computer Display Te1minal. As
many as 8500 alphanumeric characters and more than one million
graphic points can be displayed on
direct-view storage CRT display
portion of the 4014 Computer Display Terminal.
Fully supported by PLOT -10
software developed for Tektronix'
extensive line of Computer Display
Terminals known as the 4010-Family, the 4014/ 4015 is said to offer the
user environments listed interactive
keyboard control of high density
alphanumeric or graphic computer output and hard copy capability.
The 4015 APL version provides
large, easy-to-view platform for the
easy-to-learn-and-use problem-solving APL language. Both units offer
4-program selectable alphanumeric
formats.

Circle # I 13 on Readers Service Card

Circle # 114 on Readers Service Card

Color Monitor

Circle # 110 on Readers Service Card

Zenith D-150R high resolution
1 000-spo t acousto-optic laser
deflector, in a non-impact printer which prints hard copy at
rate of 5,000 lines per minute.
Circle :t: l J l on Reade rs Servic.:e Card

products

Circle # 112 on Readers Service Card

Fairchild "Light
Pipe" Displays
A new family of "super-digits"
came to the market this month, according to an announcement from
the Microwave & Optoelech·onics
Division of Fairchild. Called the
FND-70, the quarter-inch display
uses the light pipe teclmique.
According to the manufacturer,
a smaller amount of gallium arsenide phosphide is used because they
employ only one LED for each display segment. A molded plastic
light pipe spreads the light spot
into a uniform bar segment. F airchild says that the units display a
digit which measures 0.27 x 0.16inch.

new
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Field & Data Formatting Terminal
Fast data entry and retrieval, onscreen editing, and full upper and
lower case alphanumerics are features of the newly-announced Tektronix 4023 Computer Display
Terminal.
The 4023, which represents Tektronix' first entry into the refreshed
terminal field, provides complete
versatility infield and data format-

ting. The "forms" capability arranges displayed data to resemble
the source document. Forms information can then be rapidly retrieved, updated, edited, and entered. Forms can be "ruled" with
an optional forms ruling package
vertical lines. Visual field formats
include: inverted field, blinking
field, blanked field, reverse field,

Some Thoughts on the Future of TV

blinking reverse field, and dim
field. Logical formats include:
transmit, non-transmit, protected,
non-protected, and numeric only.
Each field and data format is designed for speed and control in
sending and receiving data.
The 4023 has a capacity of 1920
characters ( 24 lines, 80 characters
per line) on a 12" non - glare
screen. Editing features include
insert character and line, delete
character and line, replace, erase
to end, erase input, and erase page.

continued from ptlll8 4

The first p art of this discussion dealt with future television screens. In
the second part, let us look at new sources of television signals.
Video recording is now an old art. Magnetic tape has been the standard
medium. Video tape equipment is finding wider use; whether it will
become a full-Hedged consumer product seems uncertain. Another interesting candidate has appeared : the video disc.
Video discs look much like phonograph records, except for the number
of grooves or tracks per inch- up to about 10,000 instead of 200. They
spin much faster, but their playing time resembles that of phonograph
records. Tltree systems of information retrieval have been demonstrated
-mechanical, electrostatic and optical. In all cases, the discs are made
of plastic, pressed like phonograph records. They should cost little to
manufacture, and disc players should cost considerably less than tape
players.
If the video disc becomes popular, it will probably develop its own
style, like the movies years ago and television more recently. Imagine
paper-thin, flexible discs enclosed in magazines, carrying a run-down
of current events; in playing these, the user can skip portions that do
not interest him, playing only those he wants and repeating them at will,
instantly, without rewinding. The same feature would be valuable with
discs containing do-it-yourself material, home-studies, travel, etc. It is
too early to predict which of the systems will win, but it seems likely
that video disc players "vill be in wide use a few years from now.
Cable systems with low-bit-rate return circuits have been widely discussed recently. The return circuit permits each subscriber, through a
simple keyboard, to request services and to extract information stored
at a central site. Such systems have been demonstrated; most of the
required technology is available in practical form, with one possible
exception: the frame grabber - a device which recognizes a single television frame by its code number and stores it for continuous playback
until the user writes in a new frame. Several of these may be used with
each keyboard; an inexpensive frame grabber might be the key to making
such cable systems viable.
Summing up, there are interesting developments al1ead in the technique of generating and displaying pictorial infonnation. There should
be plenty for us to do.

about the

Call for Papers
11 January 1974. Conference on
Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, July 1517, 1974. Sponsor: University of
Colorado and ACM SIGGRAPH.
Send three copies of 100 word abstract by Nov. 1, 1973, to Conference Chairman, R. L. Schiffman,
Computing Center, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302.
Draft papers due by January 11,
1974. Authors notified by March
29, 1974. Final papers due May 20,
1974. Publication in Journal of
Computers and Graphics or proceedings.

Franklin Medal Given
To Howard Vollum
The Howard N. Potts Medal of
The Franklin Institute has been
awarded to Howard Vollum, board
chairman of Tektronix, Inc. of Beaverton ( Ore. ) "for his personal
contributions to the design and manufacture of the Tektronix Oscilloscope." Formal award ceremonies
were to b e held during October.
The cathode ray oscilloscope is one
of the most widely used laboratory
instruments in physics, chemistry,
biology, medicine, engineering and
many industries.

author_______

Robert Adler, born in Vienna, received his PhD in physics from the University of Vienna, 1937. He
worked in Vienna and London before joining the Research Croup, Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago,
in 1941. H e became Associate Director of Research in 1952 and Director in 1963. Dr. Adler has been
active in two fields: electron beam tubes and ultrasonic devices. In recent years he has been active in
the fields of acousto-optical interaction (light deflection and light moderation) ; and acoustic surface waves (filters and runplifiers). He is a fellow of IEEE and a member of the National Academy of
Engineering.
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Improved Memory Tube
continued from page 22

3. METAL EVAPORATION. When
the wafers are removed from the
oxidation boat they are loaded into
the evaporator holders and placed
into a vacuum bell jar. The vacuum
deposition of metals is well known
and will not be dealt with in depth
here. Reference is made to "Vacuum Deposition of Thin Films," by
Holland, published by Wiley in
1961.
Several different metals can be
used; however chromium is favored
because of its advantages, viz., it
forms comparatively hard, durable
coatings which are easily handled
during subsequent photo lithographic steps. A suitable source of chromium is a tungsten filament that has
been electroplated with chromium.
This source has given very good
results, since the chromium is in
intimate thermal contact with the
tungsten and hence evaporates
easily when current is passed
through the filament. Evaporation
takes place at about 1 X 10-G Torr
pressure and is allowed to proceed .
until a film of chromium 800 to
1000 angstroms thick has been built
up on one side of the oxide film.
4. PHOTORESIST APPLICATION, EXPOSURE, DEVELOPMENT. When the wafers are removed from the evaporator, they
are next coated on the chromium
side with photoresist. The wafer is
placed on a spinner chuck, vacuum
applied to hold the wafer onto the
chuck, and a positive photoresist is
flowed onto the wafer. The spinner
is switched on and the photoresist
spreads out, coating the chromium
uniformly. When drying has
stopped, the spinner, is turned off,
the wafer removed from the vacuum chuck and placed in a drying
oven. When removed from the oven
it is inspected for visual, macroscopic defects and, if satisfactory,
placed in position on a printer
where the mesh pattern, of the
order of 1000 lines-per-inch, is exposed on the photosensitive resist
layer. Exposure to ultraviolet light
such as that produce d by h igh
pressure mercury arc lamps causes
a reaction in the photoresist so
that upon subsequent development

those areas of the photoresist that
have been exposed are rendered
soluble in developing solvents.
5. CHROME ETCH. After exposure, the pattern is develop e d ,
rinsed well in deionized water, and
then the chromium is etched away
from the developed areas in the
photoresist with any of the standard chrome etches, e.g., 1:1 HCI.
The length of etching is determined
by the thickness of the chrome
layer. After etching the wafer is
thoroughly rinsed in deionized
water and the photoresist pattern
is dissolved off. After rinsing well
in deionized water the wafers are
spun dry. The wafers are now ready
for inspection and final assembly
into a tube.
Tube Performance
Figure 6 shows typical performance figures for tubes made with
the Hughes targets. The primary
advantage of the lower elemental
capacitance is reflected in the writing and erasing speed capabilities
of the tubes and, secondarily, in
the resolution.
•

Skylab Consoles
continued from page 18

the brief time between their submission and implementation, flight
controllers must have access to as
much as 72 hours of information
on the past and present status of
exp eriments , astronaut h ea lth ,
guidance and navigation, and a
variety of other variables.
To make this possible, the
MDSF can store more than two
billion bytes of data. That's roughly equivalent to the amount of
news contained in a 10-year subscription to The Wall Street
Journal.
Equally important is MOPS,
which delivers the information
from the MDSF to the people who
need it. Seventy-two MOPS access terminals are now scattered
throughout the MCC for use by
flight controllers, biomedical personnel and scientific principal investigators.
The new Universal Command/
Conh·ol Consoles have also been

placed at strategic locations within the MCC.
During Apollo, consoles generally were limited to performing only
one specialized function, with a
different console required for each
major task- such as spacecraft environment conb·ol, guidance and
navigation, communications, recovery operations, or the monitoring
and control of experiments.
Now, a Skylab flight controller
can convert his new universal console in seconds from one specialized use to another by simply
changing a film-strip overlay on
the keyboard. He can also access
and use nearly all computer systems within the MCC, while Apollo controllers were restricted to
only two.
"This means several Hight controllers, regardless of their assignments, can all get their work done
at a single console," Mr. Benware
noted. "More important, the wider
range of available information lets
them quickly adjust to fast changing events and requirements as
the mission progresses.
"This universal console approach
also saved the government about
$1.5-million over the only alternative, which was to physically expand the MCC and build a great
many more Apollo-type consoles to
accommodate the additional data
and controllers needed for Skylab," he said.
Besides the major additions to
the Center, Benware's staff also reconfigured much of the existing
equipment, including the video
and other data displays and the
big Command, Communications
and Telemetry ( CCATS) computer
system to make it compatible with
MOPS. The electrical work alone
required nearly 300,000 wire connections and was comparable to
rewiring three complexes the size
of the one used to control Apollo.

Marketing Pact
Applied Digital Data Sys t ems
Inc. of Hauppauge, N.Y. announces
it has reached a tentative agreement with The National Cash Register Company of Dayton, Ohio,
under which NCR would market
domestically and abroad a new line
of video display ( CRT) terminals
manufactured by ADDS for use
with various NCR computer systems.
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Photophysics Pact
Photophysics, Inc., has reported
the signing of an exclusive distributor agreement with Matsushita
Electric Trading Co., Ltd. of Japan.
Matsushita will provide complete
marketing and equipment maintenance services in Japan for the full
line of products manufactured by
Photophysics, including microfilm
and cathode ray tube copiers and
data terminals. Matsushita has already processed a small evaluation
order for Photophysics products
from Fujii Film, the largest manufacturer of photographic film in
Japan.

SID Journal
Subscriptions
For inform ation concerning subscriptions to the SID Journal, please
contact Blackwent Publishing Co,
directly, 1605 Cahuenga Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90028.
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If you heard 'em Lucky,
if You Didn't, Too Bad.
LOS ANGELES
September 26
Demonstration: Feasibility model
of "world's first multicolor graphic LED display, by Data Systems
Division, Litton Industries.
SAN DIEGO
September 18
Speaker: Bernie J ackson, Computer Power Systems, Inc.
Subject: The CPS 4-Color Beam
Penetration Display.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
September 2i5
Demonstration: Graphic digitizers
for transmitting pictures, prints,
X-Rays, etc., by Di Co Med.
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PHILCO-FORD C:ORPORATTON
Palo Alto, California

SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS , INC.
100 Industrial Road
Addison, Illinois
TEKTRONIX, INC.
Information Display Products
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
THOMAS ELECTRONICS, INC.
100 Riverview Drive
Wayne, New Jersey 07470
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Paris, France
DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLY
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Salisbury, South Australia 510B
XEROX DATA SYSTEMS
El Segundo, California 90245

New Officers of
Bay Area SID
New officers recently elected by
the Bay Area Chapter of the Society for Information Display are:
President, Jim Thompson, CPS
Corp.; Vice President, James Wmtz;
Se cr e t a r y-Tre asurer , Alan de
Scheinwitz.

Minnesota Area
SID Elects
New officers recently elected by
the Minneapolis-St. Paul Chapter
of the Society for Information Display are:
President, Vernon A. Born, Control Data Corp.; Vice President,
Thomas J. Werner, The 3M Company; Secretary, Andy Anderson;
Treasurer, Robert Keagy. Chapter
Member Marlin Noffke is a National Director of SID.

True Seaborn Editor
True Seaborn of Los Alamitos
( Cal. ) becomes editor of Computer Magazine, published by the
Computer Society of IEEE. He
succeeds John Kirkley, who joins
the staff of Datamation magazine.

Graphics Workshop
Planned with NBS
The Special Interest Group for
Graphics ( SIGGRAPH ) of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM ) , and the National
Bureau of Standards, are cosponsoring a Workshop on MachineIndep endent Graphics. It will be
held at NBS headquarters in Gaithersburg, Md., just outside of
Washington, D.C. , on April 22 and
23, 1974.
Sessions are planned on the following topics: Interaction Device
Independence, Picture Description
Languages, Portability-How to
Get It, Standards Proposals, Are
We Ready for Standards? ( Panel
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COM
comes
cleaner
with RCA ultra-high resolution CRT's.
Because RCA specifi cally design s,
develops and builds t hese precision
CRT's-from phosphor to electron gun
- for Computer Output on M icrofi l m
applications. RCA types li ke the fiveinch C24125 and the seven-inch 4506
can achieve ultra-high resolution wit h a
li ne width less than 0 .0009 i nch between the 50% po ints on the l ine profile.
The phosphor RCA produces for
these tubes is respons ible for much of
their outstand ing performance. It has a
spectral d istribut ion that achieves
excellent energy coupling to ultra-finegrain photograph ic emu lsions. And it
is applied to the faceplate by special
technJques that assure particle sizes

1

ncn

compat i ble with the ult r a-fi ne electron
beam spot c r eated by the electron gun.
The result is a high ly uni f orm phosphor
sc r een free from m ottl ing and other
defects that interfere with high qualit y
recording.
There are ma ny more reasons why
RCA ultra-high resolution CRT's perfor m so we l l in COM and other photographic reproduct ion applications.
Your RCA Rep resentat ive will be glad
to give you more information on them.
See him today or contact : Manager,
Market Planning. D1splay Tube Prod·
ucts. Section ZD8. RCA. New Holland
Ave., Lan caster. Pa. 17604. Telephone
(717) 397-7661 TWX 717-560-4403.
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